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End of heatwave in Leicester - but chance of more high summer heat
later this week
After many days of sunny and warm weather in Leicester, Sunday offers rainy weather,
moderate southerly winds and temperatures of around 18°C. There is a chance
however in the afternoon that the sun will burst through the clouds, before it rains
again in the evening.
It will be partly cloudy on Monday with light winds and temperatures around 20°C.
Later this week, an area of high pressure is expected to pass over central England which
can bring temperatures of up to 25 degrees and better chances of sunshine.
_________________

Warning for strong winds in Bristol that could cause problems overnight
There will be dense cloud cover, fresh easterly winds and temperatures around 16
degrees this evening in Bristol. Winds can increase further during the night to 20 m/s.
Storm winds may occur in the villages during the early morning hours.
Winds will subside tomorrow and it will be partly clear with moderate winds and
temperatures of around 16°C.
Later in the week, an area of high pressure is expected which increases the chance of
sunshine, with temperatures of 20 to 25°C.
_________________

Rain showers and fresh wind in Liverpool when high pressure system
is pushed away
During the morning and afternoon in Liverpool, it is expected to be cloudy weather
with short rain showers that turns to partly clear weather later in the evening. Fresh
westerly winds are expected during the day with temperatures of 8-13 degrees.
It also seems for now to be the end of the steady ridge of high pressure that has been
over the area recently, which has led to sunshine and temperatures of just under 20°C.
However, do not lose hope. The 14-day forecast provided by Foreca indicates that a
new area of high pressure is set to move in early next week.
_________________
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